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Abstract 
Recent years the investigation of optical technique for the study of samples in a turbid 
medium has been a very active field of research1. The challenge is that when light fields 
propagating through complex media, multiple scattering of photons affects the optical 
information. On the other hand the power of the ballistic photons which carry the useful 
information decreases rapidly with depth. Therefore the commercially available 
techniques such as optical coherence tomography2 and two-photon microscopy3 are 
inherently limited to shallow depths.  Other modern techniques4 which can image 
through strongly scatter medium rely on rather complicated algorithms. Here we 
experimentally demonstrate that, by measuring the temporal cross correlation of the 
intensity fluctuation, the optical beating frequency can be extracted from the scrambled 
signal due to disordered media scattering. Therefore the image of the object hidden in 
turbid medium is reproduced. The measurement could be performed within 
microseconds. This method might open potential for use in a variety of applications 
involving biologic imaging, fluid dynamics measurements, and medical diagnosis. 

 
 
Figure 1:  Experimental setup. The frequencies of the two lasers are differed by ~100 MHz. The collinear 
laser beams illuminate an object hidden in the turbid medium which is 1cm thick on each side. The 
transmitted light is then sent to two cameras, the temporal cross correlation of the intensity fluctuation is 
calculated to extract the beat signal revealing the imaging information.  
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